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T is well known that two very divergent views are held in regard to
the date of origin and the historical value of Gen. 14. Noldeke 1
submitted it to the most scrutinizing criticism in 1869, and since that
day most literary critics have followed in his footsteps. According
to him it was written with a tmdmcy to glorify Abraham and to
surround him with a halo of military renown; it gives the impression
of being exact history, because it deals with the names of kings,
localities, and historical events, while in reality these names are
inventions and forgeries.
·
Cornill' takes the same view, and sums up his estimate by saying:
"We have in Gen. 14 a late supplement to an already completed
Pentateuch after the manner of the Midrash and Chronicles. Its
tendency comes to light clearly in the Melchizedek episode."
On the other hand, the historian Ewald 3 considered it a fragment
of some very ancient historical work; and Kittel 4 agrees with him,
regarding it as an ancient Canaanitish document which had its origin
in priestly circles of pre-Israelitish days. The Assyriologists/ almost
without exception, put a high estimate on the historical value of the
chapter; and many of them go so far as to identify the names of the
kings of v. 1 with some that have been found on the monuments.
It is not the design of this paper to discuss all the pros and cons
which have been advanced by the protagonists of these views. Apart
from purely subjective considerations, the criteria for relegating the
chapter to the exile are not many. One that has been put forward
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with a considerable degree of plausibility is the use of the divine title
Ji~'?~ C,~ by the heathen king of Jerusalem. It has been maintained
that it is at least an anachronism in his mouth, that the pious Jew of
the exile did not care to put the divine name Yahweh into a formula
uttered by a gentile, and consequently used a circumlocution. Holzinger,• in his Commmlary on Gmesi's, which is the latest that has
appeared on this book, emphasizes the significance of this divine title
as a criterion of the post-exilic origin of the chapter. The chief prop
for his theory is the fact that the Maccabees bore the title dpx,«pWi
8wii Vt/t{UTov, and the two proof texts cited are: Josephus, Ant. XV.
chap. 6, § 2 tthe book should be XVI.), and the Assumption of
Moses 61• A careful examination shows that these passages lend a
very frail support to Holzinger's theory. The reading of the second
passage is extremely doubtful. Fritzsche's 1 text runs," ~/qui saurdotes summi dd vocabunlur ,· " and if this text be accepted, the adjective may be regarded as agreeing with saurdotu, and consequently
the translation would be, " who will name themselves high priests of
God." Clemen • reads summos instead of summi, and renders," und
W(rdm zu Hohmpntt/(rn Gollu b~rufm w~rtkn." The citation
from JosephUS runs (rl. 'YpKaVoV tlpx'epf.w<; 8tOV VtplUTOV j and is found
in an imperial Roman letter, which is scarcely the place to go for
distinctly Jewish ideas. A verse which at best is ambiguous and the
letter of a Roman emperor furnish rather doubtful evidence for the
late origin of El Elyon.
The least satisfactory attempt to prove the antiquity of this divine
title is the one made by Sayee' and Hommel 10 to connect it with
larru da1mu. In the Tell-el-Amarna letters (Berlin, Nos. 102 and
103) Ebed-Tob (Sayee), or Abd-khiba (Hommel), the Prefect of
Jerusalem, makes the statement that he had not inherited his kingly
throne, but that the arm of the " mighty king " gave it to him. The
same phrase occurs in another letter, where it is used by the same
personage. Sayee regards larru dannu as the name of a deity, and
e Holzinger, Cnusis (Kurur Haltd·CO>tmultlar zutn Alltn Ttslamtnl), p. 145.
After this paper was prepared Gunkel's Commmlar appeared (Ht~mi·Com
mmlar sum Allm Ttslamml). Gunkel thinks that El Elyon is a very ancient
appellative, cf. p. 26o.
7 Fritzsche, Li6ri Apo{ryplzi Vtltris Teslammli Craut, p. 711. The MS. reads
in for qui.
8 Clemen, J/immtlfalzrt Afous, in Kautzsch, Die Apokryplzm und Puudtpicraplzm dts Altm Ttslrlmmls, vol. ii. p. 324.
'Sayee, F..xposilory Tinus, vol. vii. p. 478.
1o Hommel, Tlzt An{iml lle6nw Traditio11, p. 156.
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remarks, 41 Ebed-Tob is careful to distinguish between the King of
Egypt and the Mighty King." This is not conclusive, for even a
cursory examination of the Tell-el-Amama letters reveals that the
titles of the Egyptian kings are many. Hommel is more judicious
in his view; he considers larru dannu the title of an earthly potentate, preferably the great king of the Khati ; but he goes further,
adding that it "sounds for all the world like the echo of some
ancient sacred formula, or of a phrase that originally possessed a
religious significance." To the Egyptian king the phrase "the arm
of the mighty king " signified the power of his rival, the Khati
monarch, but in Jerusalem every one would regard it as equivalent
to J'I~C,~ ':!M. This reasoning is not very cogent, as the context of
the Tell-el-Amarna letters most certainly points to an earthly monarch. In view of this visionary character of the views of Sayee and
Hommel it seems strange that the article on " El Elyon" in Hastings'
Bible Dictionary 11 should contain little else than a presentation of the
problematical ideas of these two scholars on this title of deity.
So far the heart of the question has not been reached. Since the
day that Noldeke asserted that El Elyon was synonymous with Yahweh, literary critics seem to have followed him without any thorough·
going investigation. At any rate this position puts the question very
clearly before us. This divine title is either a circumlocution for
Yahweh and is specifically Israelitish in its origin, and hence, if not
an anachronism, is yet historically impossible in the mouth of Melchizedek; or, on the other hand, the idea of El Elyon, if not the
name itself, was common to many Semitic peoples, and consequently
its use in the passage under consideration does no violence to historical perspective.
If the facts are passed in review, it will be quite evident that the
latter view is more probable, and that it answers all the requirements
of the historical situation. The word ':1M by itself would cause no
trouble, for, although it is an etymological martyr, yet it is universally
recognized as the appellative which was used by the Semites long
before ·they split up into Arabs, Hebrews, Aramreans, and Assyrians.
Consequently, the battle rages about the word J,~';!~ and the idea of
a " Most High God " which the expression as a whole conveys.
If this were the only passage of the Old Testament in which the
word Elyon occurred, there would be reasonable grounds for suspecting it to be a circumlocution for Yahweh which is credited to
n Hastings, .4 Dictionary ofllu Biblt, vol. i. p. 68a.
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Melchizedek for obvious reasons. In many passages it is certainly
synonymous with the name peculiar to Israel's God, ~.g. Ps. 718 47 3
83 1 ~ 91 1 922 97'· This, however, does not exhaust its uses, as it is
found in one of the members of a synonymous parallelism equivalent
to designations of deity which are generally conceded to be very
ancient and not specifically Israelitish: In Num. 2416 -it is parallel
to ':IN, and hence equivalent to the most ancient and general term for
god found in the Semitic languages. The full force of this is felt only
when it is remembered that Num. 2418 is considered a part of J
(Kuen. 2411 E), cf. Ps. 107 11 ; and it occurs once, Ps. 91\ as a synonym of ~-,r, another ancient appellation of deity. From this it is
apparent that the Old Testament usage of the word Elyon does not
limit its meaning to a circumlocution for Yahweh. Considerable light
is thrown upon the signification and use of this word in Ps. 83, where
the Psalmist prays that the nations surrounding Israel may be vanquished and punished. The purpose of this overthrow and subjugation of Israel's neighbors is that they may learn the position of
Yahweh as J,~,;; 12 over the whole earth. It would be impossible for
the tribes mentioned in Ps. 836-t to appreciate such a sentiment,
unless they accorded to one of their own gods a position above all
the others, and possessed the idea if not the name El Elyon.
This inference, drawn from the language of this psalm, is supported
by facts drawn from the religious ideas of \"arious branches of the
Semitic family. This divine title ha.5 not been found on the cuneiform inscriptions, but Assyriologists very generally acknowledge that
the idea was current in every period of Babylonian and Assyrian
history. Delitzsch,13 in speaking of the names for deity employed
by the Sumerian inhal>itants of Babylonia, remarks of ild(ili)i that
from their primary meaning of 'lofty' or 'exalted,' they came to
signify in the oldest pantheon' god most high' (dm lliJdlslm Gott).
Professor Morris Jastrmv, Jr.,11 expresses himself in the same strain.
En-El or Bel of Nippur occupies a position of Ion! par cxcdlma
at the head of the ancient Bal>ylonian pantheon. In the clays of
tfammural>i this rule is usurper! by Marduk of Babylon, and ''such
are the endearing terms in which he speaks of his god, as to give
one the impression that, when thinking of Marduk, the king for the
moment loses sight of the other gods." Likewise in the Assyrian
12 Halevy has found this divine title in a Nabatean proper name ''='n:::l.P, in
which ''='P is an equivalent of 'r''O.,r, _/t>urnal Asiatiqu~, VII. Ser. tome. xix. p. 482.
1a Fr. Delitzsch, ~Vo lag das Paradiu? pp. 16_3, 164lf Jastrow, .R~ligion of Ba/Jylottia and Assyria, pp. 5,3. 117, 192.
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pantheon Ashur was supreme among the gods. The other gods are
"little Ashurs, as it were, by the side of the great one."
The pre-Islamic religion of the Arabs does not throw much light
on the question, for Allah, owing to the decay of tribal deities, is
already supreme in the poems which are the chief sources of our
information. These poems, no doubt, underwent a redaction after
the rise of Islam, and consequently their testimony must be used
with great caution. Notwithstanding these facts Wellhausen 1-' is of
the opinion that not only the Arabs but the Semites in general
believed that their gods had a chief who was lord of the heavens.
The evidence furnished by the Phoenician religion is more precise
and exact. The Phoenicians not only had the idea but also the very
title. In order to prove this it is not necessary to recount at length
the theogony of Philo Byblus found in the Praeparalio Et,angdica
of Eusebius 16 ; the testimony of this work may be accepted without
hesitation, for it is no longer regarded as a creation of the author,
but as a presentation of Phoenician cosmogony and theogony on the
basis of very ancient legends.17 According to the legend, as given
by Eusebius, there dwelt in the country about Byblus, one 'E.\ww
KaAOVfLU'~ "Y.ptuT~ and his wife B.,poV8, by whom he had a numerous
progeny. In the course of time this 'E.\tovv lost his life among the
wild animals and was accorded a place among the gods. The LXX.
translation Of
by vl/ltCTT~ )eaves no doubt that in this euhemeristic legend there is an echo of the divine title El Elyon. From
other sources it may be learned that the Phoenicians accorded to
one of their deities a position of honor at the head of their pantheon.
This deity was El, or Bel, or Belitan, or the ancient Bel, who was
identical with the Greek Kronos or Latin Saturn, and was generally
identified by the Phoenicians with the planet S:lturn. Movers 18 thinks
that this El or Bel is none other than the El Elyon of Melchizedek.
Furthermore, it has been maintained that this title is monotheistic;
and, consequently, in accordance with prevalent views on the religion
of the Hebrews, it must have been coined in the exilic period. There
is, however, no monotheistic tinge to the term, but rather a superlative 1dea, which can be present only in case of a comparison between
a plurality of gods. 1 ~ The word Elyon reflects polytheism- gods

j,.,,
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\Vellhausen, Rnlt arabiulun 1/tidmlumr, p. 20<).
Eusebius, l'ratparalio Eua11gdica, ed. Dindorf, I. Jolt,
\Vachsmuth, Ei11ltilu11g ;, d.IS Stud1um d..r altm Gnchichlt, p. 4o6.
Movers, Dit Phiiui:itr, vol. i. p. 313.
Cf. Baethgen, Btilriigt zur umilirchaz Rtligiom;;trchichtt, p. 291 ff.
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many and lords many. This exegesis of the word p~''S is supported
uy its use in Ot. 261» 28 1, where It expresses the superiority of the
Israelites over all the nations of the earth.
In like manner, the theology of the expression :-tJp J,~,'S &,ac
f.,M, c~r,:,~ has been regarded late rather than primitive. The
phrase is to be translated 'creator(" maker,' R.V. marg.) of heaven
and earth.' Holzinger ro maintains that :"TJi' is equivalent to N.,:::l
only in a late stratum of the language, and to support his view cites
Dt. 328 Ps. 13913 Prov. 8 22• This merely testifies to the late use of
the word, and does not exclude it from the vocabulary of early times.
The conception of Yahweh as creator of heaven and earth is anything ·
but modern. In Gen. 2 46 the creative act is referred to Him in very
distinct terms, "in the day that the Lord God made earth and
heaven.'' Holzingerro assigns this portion of the verse to jt, which
he himself does not put down in the exilic period. The modem
school of literary critics are agreed in regarding Jud. 5 as the oldest
monument of Hebrew literature extant/11 and in that ancient song
Yahweh is the possessor and ruler of the heavens and earth, for in
that national crisis the stars in their courses fought for Him and His
cause. Such a view is not specifically Israelitish, but is duplicated
by Babylonian ideas ; they ascrihed the creation of the universe to
their gods. In the so-calle<i 'Creation Epic,' which has been also
termed 'The Epic of Marduk,' this god is creator of the world, and
brings order out of chaos and light out of darkness.112
In view of all these facts the antiquity of this divine title can
scarcely be questioned ; if ancient, and not specifically Israelitish, it
is not an anachronism doing violence to historical perspective. If,
therefore, it can be correctly ascribed to Melchizedek, the priest-king
of Jemsalem in the age of Abraham, taken as a criterion of date, it
does not conflict with a very early origin for this much-discussed and
controverted chapter.
Sl

Holzinger,

G~Jttsis

(Kurur Jf,utd-Commntlar :.

All~n Tnlam~nl),

pp. xxv,

145·
Cornill, Ei~tldlung ;, das All~ T~stammt, p. 345·
Fell, ZDJIIG. 191)0, p. 258, points out that many Sabaean deities have the
epithet ..,C~, which certainly recalls the phrase und_er discussion.
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